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FES-drop-foot correction: from pre-programmed patterns to online
modulation
Christine Azevedo Coste∗1 , Benoı̂t Sijobert1 , Jérôme Froger2
Abstract— In this communication we will present on going
work in our team and recent results towards the improvement
of FES-controllers for drop-foot correction in post-stroke survivors. We will insist on challenges to met the way to more
adaptive systems.
Most of the results have been already published and we try here
to make a synthesis in order to explain our general framework.

Walking impairment after stroke can be addressed through
the use of drop foot stimulators (DFS). In these systems,
electrical stimulation is applied to activate the common
peroneal nerve and elicit ankle dorsiflexion during the swing
phase of gait. DFS are generally piloted by a heel switch
positioned in the shoe of the affected side with stimulation
being triggered ON by heel rise of the affected foot and
triggered OFF by heel strike.
Other sensors have been proposed instead of foot-switches
such as tilt sensors [1]. Events are the localized on a
reference representative pattern and associated to stimulation
triggering.
Some closed-loop control approaches have been considered
[2] but real-time control of stimulation parameters is still
not available in existing devices.
The modulation of FES intensity to provide a more
optimized delivery of stimulation and also to regulate
dorsiflexion in the presence of disturbances, such as fatigue,
may increase the number of potential users of the technology
[3]. Modulation of stimulation parameters would enable
adaptation to context and environment changes and could
match more closely the natural muscle activation patterns.
We have proposed a theoretical framework to address
dorsiflexion management in post-stroke hemiplegia (figure
1). Our approach consists in considering two levels of
observation for the joint control: a local joint observation
and a global posture observation. Some of these concepts
can be found in [4].
Human gait is a cyclic phenomenon which behavior
can be represented by a non-linear oscillator [5]. Based on
this, we have proposed a method to monitor the evolution
of ongoing gait cycles instead of individual discrete events
as in the existing approaches. Our solution relies on a single
sensor located on the lower limbs of the walking individual.
The parameters of a Van Der Pol oscillator are identified in
order to fit with a representative measurement sample of the
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Fig. 1. Observing valid leg movements to control deficient leg muscles in
drop foot correction context.

sensor. For instance we can place an inertial sensor on the
valid shank and use inclination angle as the reference signal.
Based on the oscillator properties, it can be demonstrated
that a state observer of the system can be built to estimate
the state variables of the oscillator. The phase, which is the
coordinate along the limit cycle of the oscillator, can be
directly obtained from the estimated system state (fig.2) [6].
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Fig. 2. Observing valid leg movements to control deficient leg muscles in
drop foot correction context [4]..

We have experimentally validated this approach on 20
post-stroke hemiplegic subjects. We have triggered a drop
foot stimulator (Odstock ODFS III) based on the information
provided by an inertial sensor located on the valid shank. In
other words, we have shown that the observation of shank
inclination by means of one inertial sensor allows to get a
global information about the gait execution.

We have also investigated the possibility to associate
this approach to optimal control techniques [9], [10]:
the swing phase of gait is predicted trough the method
described previously (fig.2) and based on the corresponding
information, swing phase is predicted. During swing phase,
muscle activation is optimized regarding a given set of
constraints based on a model of the foot and the tibialis
anterior muscle submitted to electrical stimulation. The
optimal control problem minimizes the square of muscle
excitation which serves the overall goal of reducing energy
consumption in the muscle. A Nonlinear Model Predictive
Control (NMPC) problem is solved. The optimization
problem integrates a set of fixed constraints of foot
orientation and an adaptive constraint taking into account
the current ankle height. This study was validated in
simulation, based on experimental data. This work has now
to be extended and validated experimentally in real-time
conditions.
In other studies we have also shown that other gait
parameters can be obtained from one inertial sensor such a
stride length [7], foot clearance [8]. This type of information
as well as foot inclination can be integrated in optimal
controllers to online compute the FES pattern for the
upcoming stride. The big advantage is that instrumentation
is minimal and acceptable from a user point of view and
satisfies both global and local observation needs (figure 1).
I. C ONCLUSION
We have described here our general approach of functional assistance using functional electrical stimulation in
the context of drop foot correction. Most of the concepts
could be adapted to other assistive techniques (orthoses, exoskeletons...). Local stimulation of common peroneal nerve
based on local observation of dorsiflexion angle associated
to global observation of gait execution may allow to provide
adaptive controllers able to adapt electrical stimulation patterns to face muscle fatigue occurrence and context changes.
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